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Humanity Organization for Civil Activities
Humanity Organization for Civil Activities (HOCA) is an independent, non-profit, and 
non-governmental organization, which aims to support the law to lead the community 
and guide people to follow the law and especially the principles of human rights, and 
it’ll try to be the third hand to create civil law, for making a civil community. Humanity is 
registered under the Department of NGOs of the Kurdistan Regional in Iraq (KRI) and 
Iraq as well. Humanity was founded in 2014, to help develop a civil and just society.
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Our Mission

A world of equality, coexistence and social justice Where people are protected 
and live with dignity.

Humanity works with most vulnerable and conflict affected population to help 
them respond to the humanitarian crisis and develop a just society.

Our Work

Our Structure and Governance 

At Humanity, we want to assist individuals and be a hand of help while going 
through difficulties. Also, we both work together to build and enhance their 
capacities and resilience. Protecting children and women is our main priority 
always but to achieve our aim we work with all individuals without discrimination 
and on the base of humanity only. Substantially, building and restoring peace 
among conflict-affected communities has been one of our prime concern.

Our Board of Managers provide strategic directions and guidance to the team 
members and ensure that effectively all the risks and challenges are managed in 
the best way possible.

Our Vision
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We believe that all human beings have the right to be treated humanely and 
equally, and all have the right to be respected and supported. We work on 
the bases of mutual understanding, cooperation and friendship.

Our work with our beneficiaries are distinguished by detaching our feelings 
and biases in all our actions. We provide our support in an impartial and 
independent way, based on need alone.

Our work is carried out without discrimination regarding race, age, gender, 
skin color, beliefs, religion, and authenticity but only to assist people in need 
in urgent situations.

Our approaches are done independently and are transformed into our poli-
cies and services in a transparent way.

Being transparent with stakeholders and communities that we work with 
through an honest and open way has been our way to reach people.

Humanity

Neutrality

Impartiality

Independency

Transparency

Our Core Values
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80 Community members and 165 
children/adults were trained to support 
children in their communities.

144 youth were trained on 
peacebuilding and reconciliation through 
art courses (music, theater/poetry, and 
drawing).

4502 girls and boys were provided 
Structured Psychosocial Support (SPSS). 57 men and women received training 

on Alternative Violence Program (AVP).

211 beneficiaries received Non-Food 
Item NFI. 

5 community committees were 
established(SPSS).

3 community initiatives were 
implemented.

8 awareness campaigns. 

9 team member received Training of 
Facilitator TOF 

43 volunteers and w3 interns joined 
our family 

425 girls and boys were reached 
through resilience program.

434 adolescent girls participated in 
adolescence girls’ activities.

4292 boys, 4472 girls, 2637 
women, and 2988 men were reached 
through awareness.

49 girls and boys at risk have been 
identified and referred to specialized 
services.

451 Girls and boys at risk received 
case management services.

This year through our   
interventions…
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Starting from last year 
we have:
Enhanced our main departments (Finance, Logistics, and MEAL) through capacity 
building training for our staff.

We have reached more children than our target through Child Protection (CP) 
Project.
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We Worked in:

Our Sectors:

 
Sinjar city, Sinune, top of 
Sinjar mountain, Dogere
Sinjar/Ninawa/ Iraq. 
 
Khanke, Sharia, Zawita 
Duhok/Iraq.

Capacity building

Protection

Social cohesion

Peacebuilding

Non-food items

Education

Where we work
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7268 
 Boys.

7733 
Girls.

2740 
Women.

3107 
Men.
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Iraq in 2020

As the humanitarian crisis in Iraq has entered its 
sixth year, the 2020 Iraq HNO highlighted how 
the impact of the 2014-2017 conflict with ISIL 
continues to affect the physical and mental well-
being, living standards and capacity for resilience 
and recovery of millions of Iraqis, while also 
exposing them to significant protection concerns.
an estimated 4.1 million people are need of some 
form of humanitarian assistance in 2020, with 1.77 
million people in acute need of such assistance. 
There approximately 1.5 million people who remain 
displaced two years after the declared end of 
military operations against ISIL are among the 
most vulnerable, who require the most support 
in order to be able to return to some semblance 
of a normal life. The HNO estimated that 1.46 
million people face critical problems related 
to physical and mental well-being, almost
half of whom are children and 15 per cent 
of whom are people with disabilities. This 
is according to the 2020 Iraq Humanitarian
Response Plan HRP.
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2020 
Strategic Focus
To address the current post conflict and recovery status of Iraq, Humanity will focus 
on following strategic objectives:

Humanitarian response and preparing community to survive crisis.
Ensuring protection particularly of vulnerable population (women and children) 
social cohesion and peace among conflict-affected communities. 

Engage and advocate partners for youth and women empowerment .

Seek and expand to address the economic crisis and WASH needs in our working 
areas. 

Our focus will be mostly with liberated areas such as Ninawa Governorate as 
it’s one of the areas with highly need of humanitarian assistant. We will continue 
reaching people through community centers in different areas and we will seek 
approaches to reach and work in Mosul city and other Governorates of Iraq. 
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Our Team

Through this year we have had an amazing team that have worked together 
throughout the year all in the aim of creating a difference even a small one, 
we would not have been here if it wasn’t for their tremendous efforts!

Our office and field team consisted of the following:

Head of programs (One person) - Finance officer (One person) - Monitoring and Evaluation 
officer (One person) - Logistics officer (One person) - Human Resources (One person) - 
Information Technology (One person) - Project manager (Two persons) - Project coordinator 
(One person) - Center manager (Four person) - Mentors (Two persons) - Trainer (Three 
persons) - Caseworker (Two persons) - Animator (Twelve persons) - Driver (Five persons) - 
Caretaker (Six persons) - Guards (Five persons).
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Our organigram 
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Staff Development

We always aim to provide the best of services to our beneficiaries throughout our work, 
small or big. We know in order to do so we need to have the best team. Developing 
and enhancing our systems and strategies is something that is being constantly done. 
We have the privilege of having the best team that is always working in the best way 
and we have the best partners that help our team to do so. We know that our staff 
is our main contact with our beneficiaries we need them to be the best leaders and 
role models, and also they would be able to make the best decisions in accordance 
to our values. We revise our policies and systems annually, also we conduct different 
workshops and training for our team throughout the year. And we always try to protect 
our staff and protect our beneficiaries at the same time. In our organization we have 
code of conduct, protection from sexual exploitation and abuse, child safeguarding, 
conflict of interest, and fraud policies.
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Our volunteers program

Our volunteer system opens opportunities 
and builds the capacity of youth. The 
system comprises of completing 125 hours 
of volunteering and learning. Throughout 
the program, the volunteers are able to 
learn about organizations, civil society, 
humanitarian work, and other important 
topics that will help them in their career and 
their future by participating in workshops, 
training, sessions, and other capacity-
building opportunities. The volunteers are 
involved in all our activities and projects.
They shared their experience with us 
through the volunteer survey by sending 
the following message “This program had 
helped them to learn about organizations’ 
work, has built their capacity, and enhanced 
their self-esteem, and self-confidence.
38 volunteers had graduated from this 
program by completing their 125 hours 
in 2019. Most of the volunteers learned 
how to use emails, give presentations, 

how to be formal during work hours, 
and have more self-esteem this build 
their self –confidence, which will let 
them work sufficiently and confidently, 
also how to be a team leader in groups. 
They have also experienced teaching 
kids, they gave activities and lessons in 
our centers in Sinjar by this they knew 
how to deal with kids and knew how to 
protect children by child protection policy 
that we gave them.  They shared their 
experience that Volunteerism built their 
skills, communication and increased 
their knowledge and this experience has 
given them job opportunities and they 
recommended their friends to share their 
experience.
We continuously developing our program 
to give the best to youth who want 
to develop their skills and build their 
capacity. 
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Our Projects

Reconciliation and Peace through the development 
of Community Interaction. 

This project focused on reconciliation, 
peacebuilding targeting people from different 
backgrounds to consolidate and build a 
bridge of peace and reconciliation between 
them. Also, this project took place in Sinjar 
district, which seeks to provide youth with 
life skills in peacebuilding, decision making, 
problem-solving, critical and creative 
thinking and effective communication, to be 
pace ambassadors. 
Also, to strengthen leadership skills and 
capacitate them as young peace markers, 
through drawing, music, theatre/poetry.

144 participants graduated from   
the project, each course consisted of 

48 young males and females from 
different backgrounds, to disseminate 
peace, cooperation, coexistence, and 
acceptance in the community.
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Provision of structured Psychosocial support and specialized services 
to conflict-affected children and adolescent in Sinjar district.

This project through Four community based 
child protection centers that aimed to 
enhance the competencies and capabilities 
of children, adolescent and empowered 
their creative thinking through building their 
resilience skills and positive thinking that led 
them to be more optimistic towards brighter 
future since they live in a district of limited 
services.This project comprised of different 
programs such as SPSS, youth resilience, 
adolescent girl’s toolkit, case management, 
and awareness.
Four Child Protection Committees CPC were 
and trained on how to prevent and respond 
to Child Protection CP issues. 
As well as establishing 16 children and 
adolescent clubs, the aim of these clubs was 
to deliver CP message through their talents 
in (theater, photography, drawing, music, 
books, and others). To encourage them not 
just to be members of a community, but 
vibrant and active agents for changes. 

Overall the project target

achieved was 20,446 

beneficiaries. 
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Alternative Violence Program (AVP).

Alternative Violence Program (AVP) trainings have been conducted to spread peace 
and reconciliation in the communities. The training aimed to prevent the recurrence 
of violence by reconciliation and peace, also to build affective communicational skills, 
to increase participant’s capacity in conflict resolution and reconciliation. Moreover, it 
was aimed to increase the motive for team working to get ideas from each other and 
share experiences. 

57 beneficiaries received 
the trainings.
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Our Activities
Beside, having projects we try to have small activities and donations to bring a little joy 
to people that we provide our services to, our aim is to make a change in someone’s 
day for a short or long time.

Distribution of school bags to IDPs

As our main focus has always been children and making their difficult day a bit 
easier, we provided school bags with stationery requirements to an orphanage in 
sharia, Duhok. Iraq. 41 school bags were given to 17 girls and 24 boys. Through 
the distribution, our team prepared fun activities and celebrated the children at the 
orphanage with love and kindness. 
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Distribution of winter boots to Refugees

Distribution of blankets to IDPs

Supporting other organization and schools 

With the arrival of new Syrian refugees from Rojava and the terrible situation that they 
were in, we had to do something at the point of their arrival until they could reach a 
stable place. 120 per of winter boots were given to 70 males and 40 females (children 
and adults) at the borders. The boots helped to keep their cold, wet, and muddy feet 
warm and clean, the joy at the children’s faces at receiving the boots was a priceless 
and most treasurable moment for us.

Providing any items during the winter and its harsh weather is always a priority to us 
and our team, besides camps IDPs live in non-camp areas. For many of them, winter 
is the hardest season, especially those who live in cold locations. 50 blankets were 
given to IDPs families in Zawita, Duhok, Iraq. A simple act can make a huge difference 
in someone’s day or family in cold winter.

As we have started from a group of young people that saw the need of change and 
we are here due to all the support and help that was given to us by others and we had 
a constant thrive to do the best, we want to help and build one of the many steps that 
other groups and new organization will take to be able to create a change and make 
a difference in the world and inside needed communities. Alongside the support we 
give to other groups and newly established organizations, we try our best to provide 
in-kind support as well through providing some basic office requirements that they 
can benefit from. Moreover, the importance of education and the need to continue 
supporting education in conflict-affected communities, we supported several schools 
with in-kind support as well. A small act can make a great change.
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Financial Statistic 
The total amount for 2019 was 308,847 $, and it has been spent 100% as following 
breakdown: 

Protection

Peacebuilding 

Non-Food items 

Education 

Capacity Building 

61% spent under Protection sector.

37.8% spent under Peacebuilding sector. 

0.9% spent under Non-Food items sector. 

0.3% spent under Education sector. 

0.8% Capacity Building for Humanity operation staff. 
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www.humanityngo.org


